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probability for a given channel. Depending on the
modulation technique and the channel performance, BER Bit Error Rate, p in notations below, is usually considered
[4, 5].
At the PHY level a data packet contains the payload
(user data, L bytes length) and different overheads: high
level protocol overheads, security overheads, PCLP
overheads. All of them are considered to have a total
length of H bytes.
If p is the bit error probability, then we can calculate
the bit successful transmission probability as s = 1 - p. For
a data packet with a length of L+H bytes, we have a packet
success probability S as in equation (3).

The basic model
The communication channel efficiency is mainly
reflected by the link utilization factor. This parameter is
defined as the ratio between the utilization time for sending
the payload and the total time while the channel is busy. In
terms of transferred bits, a more appropriate parameter is
the channel efficiency, defined as the ratio between the
number of useful data bits (payload) and the total number
of bits which are sent. If no errors occur, the efficiency is

Ef =

L
.
L+H

(1)

Knowing the channel data rate R, it is possible to
calculate the channel throughput multiplying channel
efficiency with the transmission rate R as in equation (2):

Th = R ⋅

L
.
L+H

S = (1 − p ) 8( L + H ) .

(3)

Now PER - Packet Error Rate (notation P) can be
calculated:

(2)

P = 1 − (1 − p ) 8( L + H ) .

The basic model is considering a communication
channel with no FEC (Frame Error Check) function. Some
packets are not error free and they are considered lost
packets. Starting from here, simple communication models
can be developed [7]. From this point of view, we can
calculate the efficiency, Ef0, if we do know the error

(4)

In Fig. 1 is shown the data packages stream, each
packet having a payload and overheads. The shadowed
packets have erroneous bits and they became useless, being
considered lost packets. No recovering technique is
considered at this stage.
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Fig. 1. Data packets flow with packet loss and no retransmissions

Knowing that each packet is carrying 8L useful bits,
we can easy determine the total number of the payload
successfully sent bits, S x N x 8L, and the total number of
the transmitted bits N x 8(L+H). Supposing that N packets

are passing through the channel in a unit of time and if part
of them are successfully received, by dividing the amount
of successfully received bits to the total number of the
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transmitted bits included into N packets, the channel
efficiency, with no retransmissions, Ef0 , is (5):

Ef 0 =

optimal payload lengths for different bit error probabilities
were computed and they are presented in Table 1.

L
N ⋅ 8 L ⋅ (1 − p )8( L + H )
=
⋅ (1 − p )8( L + H ) . (5)
N ⋅ 8( L + H )
L+H

Table 1. Optimal Payload Length
Bit Error
Optimal Payload Length,
Probability
L [bits]
10-2
10-3
10-4
10-5
10-8

For ideal channel with no errors, p = 0, and the
efficiency formula became as in equation (1).
For this simple model the maximum efficiency can be
classically calculated as extreme point of the function
which occurs when the derived is zero:

dEf
= 0.
dL

Assuming that H can not be changed being imposed
by the communication standard, we can work around the
payload length L. A larger payload L means that a bigger
number of bits belonging to the frame are changed
(erroneous bits) and the probability of having a wrong
received frame is increase accordingly. The efficiency goes
to zero for large payloads, more quickly as the bit error
probabilities are bigger. A second effect is expected when
retransmissions are involved, pursuant to the fact that a
longer frame means more retransmitted bits and needs
longer retransmission time. This effect should induce a
stronger dependency with the payload length in
retransmission based communication model as we will see
further. The optimization can also be done by forcing the
use of compressed overheads as stated in IEEE 802.11n
standard [8] or modifying the interframe intervals or the
contention window CW [1], [3]. In terms of consumed
time, these intervals have the same contribution to the
transmission time budget as the overheads and, to some
extent, and they can be treated on the same principle when
time analysis (link utilization factor) is evaluated.

(6)

The optimum payload length Lopt is therefore:
Lopt =

90
583
2477
8634
285249

− 2 H log(1 − p ) + 2 − H log(1 − p ) + 2 H 2 log(1 − p ) 2 . (7)
4 log(1 − p )

Mathematically, there is also a secondary solution of
equation (6), but with negative values, which can not be
considered as a payload field length.

Retransmission based model
Frame error check procedure will generate a negative
ACK confirmation to the transmitter when an erroneous
packet arrives at the destination. Accordingly, the
transmitter will retransmit that frame. Since part of the
frames are recovered due to these retransmissions, we can
evaluate now the channel efficiency considering that all N
frames arrive correctly at the destination, but part of them
are transmitted twice: a frame with errors and a
successfully retransmitted frame. The new total number of
the transmitted frames is bigger then the successfully only
transmitted frames N with an amount equal with the
number of wrong frames, N x P.
In Fig. 3 is suggested the transmission process with
retransmitted frames due to negative ACK confirmations.
The shadowed frames are travelling as they are (erroneous)
and therefore two times retransmitted.
The channel efficiency for one retransmission, Ef1 is:

Fig. 2. Efficiency versus payload for different BER values and
one retransmission

Based on obtained result, in Fig. 2 is shown the
channel efficiency versus the payload length for different
bit errors probabilities (BER). The considered values are
from 0 to 1500 bytes for L, while 1500 bytes is the
maximum length for Ethernet originated frames. H is 102
bytes in length for all protocol overheads and no security
but 14 bytes for ACK back confirmation can also be added
without major modification into the function shape and
final result. ACK message is associated with every
transmitted frame, is not directly carrying payload and is
occupying the same transmission medium. From this point
of view, ACK frames could be considered acting as the
overheads in efficiency evaluation. As we can see in Fig. 2,
the maximum point of the efficiency is migrating to the
right (increase the payload) when the error probability
decrease. Obviously, fewer errors allow longer frames and
more errors needs shorter frames in order to capture less
errors.
Starting from the formula for Ef0, we can note that,
even when no recovery retransmissions occur, the
efficiency have a maximum for a certain length of the
transmitted frame. Starting from equation (7), some

Ef1 =

N ⋅ 8L

=
8 ⋅ ( L + H ) ⋅ {N + N ⋅ [1 − (1 − p)8( L + H ) ]}
1
1
L
L
.
=
⋅
=
⋅
L + H 1 + [1 − (1 − p)8( L + H ) ] L + H 1 + P

(8)

In Fig. 4 the variation of the channel efficiency versus
the payload length L is presented, for different bit errors
probabilities and one retransmission. As we can see, for a
given BER value, the efficiency finally goes to a constant
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non-zero amount, when the payload L is increased over a
certain limit. Obviously, a longer frame means more errors
and more retransmissions, so less efficiency. The
Interframe Interval

Erroneous Frame

efficiency will never decrease to zero since the model is
considering that all frames are finally arriving to the
destination.

Retransmitted
Frame

Data Unit

Erroneous Frame Retransmitted
Frame
t

N good packets + N[1-(1-p)8(L+H)] erroneous, one time retransmitted packets

Fig. 3. Data packets flow with one retransmission for erroneous packets

Multiple retransmissions communication

k

lim ∑ P i =

k →∞

When more then one retransmission is possible, we
can extend the procedure described above. If N frames are
finally correctly transmitted, then part of them arrives to be
correctly delivered after one retransmission and other part
of them are correctly received after two retransmissions.
The frames which are suffering two retransmissions are
part from the frames already retransmitted one time,
specifically that part which was affected by errors during
first retransmission. Considering that the transmission
conditions are unchanged, it is possible to calculate the
total number of transmitted frames, including those
transmitted two times and three times and based on that the
channel efficiency for 2 retransmissions can be calculated
as follows:

N ⋅ 8L
=
8 ⋅ ( L + H ) ⋅ [ N + N ⋅ P + N ⋅ P ⋅ P]
L
1
=
⋅
,
L + H 1 + P + P2

i =0

1
1
=
.
1 − P (1 − p )8( L + H )

(13)

Fig. 4. Efficiency versus payload for different BER values and
one retransmission

Ef 2 =

An infinite number of retransmissions is not a
realistic situation to be considered for practical approaches.

(9)

P = 1 − (1 − p)8( L + H ) .

if

The equation is the ratio between the total number of
payload bits included into N frames and the total number
of travelling bits, including the retransmitted ones.
We can observe know the equation expanding rule for k
retransmissions:
L
1
(10)
Ef k =
⋅
,
L+H k
8( L + H ) i
]
∑ [1 − (1 − p)
i =0

if

k ≠ 0, e ≠ 0.

a)

We can recognize as denominator for the second ratio a
geometric series:

1 − P k +1

, P ≠ 1,
∑ P =  1− P
i =0
(k + 1) ⋅ P, P = 1,

k

i

(11)

where

P = 1 − (1 − p)8( L + H ) .

(12)

The variable P is the already used packet error rate and
has the dimension of a probability, ≤0 P ≤ 1. P = 1 is
equivalent with no errors, p = 0.
For an infinite number of retransmissions, the series
converge:

b)
Fig. 5. Efficiency versus payload for different BER values, for
channels with 2 (a) and 4 (b) retransmissions
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For i = 0, we have the case with no retransmissions
and no loss, as in equation (1).
Based on the obtained equation, adaptive channel
algorithms can be implemented. Depending on the bit error
probability, the channel efficiency has a maximum value
for a certain payload length, Lopt. Adaptive
communications based on SNR can be developed
considering predefined transmissions strategies [2], [6]. Bit
error probability is usually indirectly evaluated starting
from SNR [4], [6].
Fig. 6 shows how the efficiency of the transmission
channel modify versus the payload amount L, for different
number of retransmissions, k, at a two constant error
probability rates, p = 10-4 and p = 10-5. The maximum of
the efficiency is obtained for larger payloads only when the
retransmissions number decrease because retransmitting
long frames overloads the transmission. Smaller error
probability rate means better efficiency, whatever the
retransmissions number is.
For k=4 retransmissions, a mathematical evaluation
of the optimum packet length, based on equation (14), is
presented in the table 2, for different usual bit error rates.

a)

Table 2. Optimal Payload Length for 4 retransmissions
Bit Error Probability
Optimal Payload Length,
L [bits]
10-4
10-5
10-8

b)
Fig. 6. Efficiency versus payload for different retransmissions
number with constant BER (10-4)

For a limited retransmissions number it is possible
that some packets can not be recuperated after consuming
all the permitted retransmissions and there still are loss
packets after a number of retransmissions. Eliminating the
frames which are still not recovered after the first k
retransmissions, N x Pk+1 (P is the packet error rate) by
subtracting this amount from the total number of sent
frames N and dividing to the total number of transmitted
frames, including k retransmissions, we have

The channel efficiency for k retransmissions is
therefore:

Ef k =
=

L
1− P
=
⋅
L + H 1 − P k +1

1 − [1 − (1 − p)8( L + H ) ]
L
=
⋅
L + H 1 − [1 − (1 − p)8( L + H ) ]k +1

(1 − p)8( L + H )
L
,
=
⋅
L + H 1 − [1 − (1 − p)8( L + H ) ]k +1
if k ≠ 0, p ≠ 0.

Ef k ,loss =

(14)

=

The equation above (14) is describing how the
efficiency evolve versus the payload L, the overheads H
and a finite number of retransmissions, k.
In Fig. 5 we can see the maximum efficiency point
migration for different errors rate, versus the payload.
When the number of retransmissions is k = 1, the
general equation above becomes

Ef k =1 =

if

1 − [(1 − p)8( L+ H ) ]
=
[1 − (1 − p)8( L+ H ) ] ⋅ [1 + (1 − p)8( L+ H ) ]
L
1
1
⋅
=
⋅
;
2 − (1 − p)8( L+ H ) L + H 1 + P

L
1 − P k +1
L
⋅
=
⋅ (1 − P) =
L + H 1 − P k +1 L + H
1− P

L
⋅ (1 − p)8( L + H ) ,
L+H

(16)

P = [1 − (1 − p)8( L + H ) ], k ≠ 0, p ≠ 0.

Since P is the packet error rate, 1-P has the
significance of packet success rate. As we can infer from
the beginning, for this case the result is not any more
related with the number of retransmissions. A number of
data packets are always lost whatever the retransmission
number is. The correct transmitted frames are only related
with the packets success rate P. Any supplementary
retransmission is diminishing the efficiency adding more
transmitted bits and, at the same time, is improving the
efficiency by recuperating erroneous frames using the
retransmissions, but the two effects compensate each other.
For packet switched networks the throughput can be
further calculated as Th = R x Efk. Obviously, in the
equation obtained for the efficiency, if p = 0, we arrive at
the ideal channel ratio, L/(L+H).

L
(1 − p) 8( L+ H )
⋅
=
L + H 1 − [1 − (1 − p)8( L+ H ) ]2

L
L+H
L
=
L+H

=

2511
8636
285249

⋅

(15)

which is exactly the form (8).
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Fig. 7. Data packets flow with three retransmission and loss packets

The results presented in this paper can directly be
used for improving the efficiency of a communication
channel by using the optimum value for the payload
length. Further work could also consider the use of reduced
or compressed overheads [8] or optimizing the interframe
interval or the contention window CW, [1]. Also, multiple
stations can be considered or RTS/CTS effect as well [2].
As direct implementation, knowing the mechanism through
which the payload length is acting on the efficiency for a
given BER amount, L value (frame payload length) could
be optimized in order to have the maximum efficiency for
a limited and defined number of retransmissions.
Fig. 8 Efficiency versus payload and retransmissions number for
constant BER (10-4)
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Conclusions
Having a mathematical model for 802.11
communications, it allows finding and developing an
efficient adaptive optimization technique. In Fig. 8 a 3D
representation of the efficiency versus payload length L
and retransmissions number k is shown.
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